Szenen - Institute for Psychodrama

Organisation

Szenen Institute is focused on training of professionals to train psychotherapist in the humanistic approach of psychodrama. It has 7 psychodrama trainers, and 3 of them is focusing in psychodrama with children. Szenen Institute has ca. 90 students.

Type of organisation:

Education or training organisation

Country:

Germany (DE)

ESF region:

Germany (DE)

Acronym or short denomination:

Szenen

Name in national language:

Szenen - Institut für Psychodrama

Address:

Barbarossaplatz 7
50674 Köln
Germany

Phone number:

+4922167789352

Contact:

Stefan FLEGELSKAMP

Languages spoken in the organisation:

de
Involved in projects:

- **TPI-1974 - Innovative approaches to mothers and children of Roma origin**
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